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Wireless inductive charger  XO TK20 with stand 15W (black)

Induction wireless charger, stand XO TK20 15W (black).
Opt  for  a  wireless  solution.  The  XO TK20  induction  charger  allows  you  to  quickly  charge  Qi-compliant  devices  with  up  to  15  watts  of
power.  A  number  of  safety  features  effectively  protect  your  device  from  damage.  You  can  also  freely  place  your  smartphone  both
vertically and horizontally. 
 
Fast device charging
The  XO  charger  supports  fast  charging  with  up  to  15  watts  of  power  and  works  with  devices  that  are  compatible  with  Qi  standards.
What's more, the product will also work perfectly as a stand. You can easily place your smartphone both vertically and horizontally! Enjoy
the convenience while watching your favorite series or movies.
 
For the sake of safety
You don't  have to  worry about  your  devices while  charging.  The charger  is  equipped with a  smart  chip that  automatically  adjusts  the
charging  values  to  your  device.  What's  more,  a  number  of  safety  features  effectively  protect  against  overloading,  overheating,
overcharging or overvoltage.
 
Carefully thought-out design
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The device is made of durable material that is resistant to wear and tear - so you can be sure that it will serve you for a long time. The
charger  is  extremely  small,  so  it  won't  take  up  a  lot  of  space,  for  example,  on  your  desk.  Also  noteworthy  is  the  modern,  minimalist
design, which makes the device fit perfectly into any interior.
 
Manufacturer
XO
Model
TK20
Color
Black
Material
Aluminum alloy
Weight
46.5 g
Dimensions
145 x 97 x 83 mm
Output power
5W / 7.5W / 10W / 15W
Output current 
DC 5V/2A, 9V/2A (PD 3.0 / 2.0, QC 3.0 / 2.0)
Charging efficiency
74%≤0.5A, 70%≤1.0A,
Charging frequency
110-205 kHZ

Price:

€ 14.50
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